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GUM REMOVER & MULTIPURPOSE SPOTTER

SPOT TER

Gum Break is a gel based spotter designed to remove gum from carpet, upholstery and hard surfaces.
Ideal for oil, grease, tar, ink, gum, etc. Always pre-test in a small inconspicuous area for safety and
fabric compatibility.
GumBreak is applied as a liquid get. Shake it very well before using. Apply it to surface of the gum and
it begins to break down the spot without penetrating deep into the backing.
A special surfactant/polymer blend helps speed up the gum removal process, while also protecting the
carpet from re-soiling associated with conventional citrus gel spotters.
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• Gel based spotter removes gum,
prevents delamination

• Effective on many grease, oil, and
ink based stains

• Special surfactant/polymer blend
helps speed up the gum removal
process, while also protecting the
carpet from re-soiling associated
with conventional gel spotters.

• Shake well before using

DIRECTIONS

     gum and allow to dwell for 5 to 10 minutes.

Oil Based Soil

3. Scrape up gum with GUM BREAK.     

1. Remove loose or excess residue.

    Repeat steps 2 & 3 if necessary.

2 . Apply GUM BREAK full strength to the

4. Blot and rinse the area thoroughly, using

      soiled area. Avoid over-application.

    extraction equipment and clean water.

3.  Work GUM BREAK into area with a
      GUM-GETTER or tamping brush.
4. Allow to dwell for 2-5 minutes.
5. Blot or scrape up excess GUM BREAK.      
    Repeat steps 2-5 if necessary.
6. Blot and rinse the area thoroughly, using

Item #: CS37QT

    extraction equipment and clean water,

Available in quarts and 12x1 quart cases

     then brush fabric to align fibers.

Compare to:
Gum Removal
• Hydramaster O.J.

1. Puncture or break surface of gum to aid

• Prochem Citrus Gel

     penetration into and under the gum.

• Pros Choice Pro Solve Gel

2. Apply GUM BREAK full strength to the
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